
Lens 25th letter from the Via Date: 29,30 and 31/07/17 

Location Mortara KM’s to 

Rome 

892 Steps Today 112,701 

I have decided to combine these three days into one Blog. The reason is that Vercelli is the 

rice capital of Italy and how much can you say about walking through rice paddies over three 

days. The walking in this area is very easy and with the benefit of hindsight I would have 

walked 30 to 35 km’s a day. The mental capacity would be the big issue rather than the 

physical. One day’s walk was nine km’s along a levy bank, the music came on very early that 

day. Looking at rice paddies for a long time makes the occasional walnut tree very interesting. 

On leaving Santhia I came across this sign, and as I walked off while contemplating who and 

why, the farmer whose place the sign was 

displayed on chased me down the road. I 

thought he was going to berate me for 

taking a photo of his sign but he only 

wanted to tell me I was going the wrong 

way. We see so many instances of this 

sort of behaviour, on a personal level many 

people are fine with different ethnicities 

but on a group level see it as a threat. He 

is probably using the refugees as a cheap 

source of labour on his farm, and more than likely treating them well. 

Vercelli as well as being the rice capital is the home 

of the Vercelli book. A 10th century codex of early 

Anglo Saxon spiritual verse. Apparently the oldest 

surving book written in old English. A noted historian 

said to me that if you want to write about a place 

you should get your walking boots on and look around 

before putting pen to paper. The other side of the 

coin is that if you are visiting a place you should 

learn something about it before you arrive. 

Unfortunately I missed the opportunity to have a 

look at this book as the Museum opened only in the 

afternoon and I didn’t have the time to stay, my loss as I could have gone the day before. Our 

lives are defined by opportunities even the ones we miss. 

I was at a book festival once and the speaker was 

discussing the feminist revolution as being the longest 

revolution experienced by humans, and still not resolved. I 

think the model for this statue in Vercelli (1840) would 

have hoped the revolution had started a bit sooner. 

I continued my trudge along the levy banks from Vercelli to 

a small village called Palestro, where the major industry is, 

yes you guessed it rice. My accommodation at the La Torre 

Merlata was in a converted clock tower which had a very 

strong suggestion of being a former prison. The owners had 

 

 

 



very cleverly furnished the rooms in a medieval manner 

which contributed to the disquiet that there was torture 

afoot. But thankfully the hosts were very friendly and it 

was a most enjoyable stay. They even provided some 

clothes washing facilities which enabled me to catch up 

on some domestics. If you are ever in this part of the 

woods stay at this place, for 50 euros you will be treated 

like royalty. 

As today was only a short walk I managed to spend some 

time catching up on my blog in the dining room attached 

to the accommodation. 

Those with a keen eye will see the old map in the 

background, this is actually a jigsaw puzzle that has been 

solved then framed. 

There was one disadvantage of the B & B in that the clock started chiming at five o’clock, 

otherwise a very peaceful night. 

The walk again started amongst the rice fields, a pattern 

of many shades of green, stretching far into the distance 

along the road. However, I did come across this lovely 

church in Robbio. When I was in Turin I got my camera 

sorted out and now I can take photos with a flash again so 

expect lots of shots inside churches. On a previous trip to 

Italy I decided to collect photos of Confessional Booths 

(is this the correct description), this time I am going to 

collect photos of Madonna and child paintings. Here is the 

first one painted in the fresco tradition on the church walls. 

I came across this butterfly which has evolved as a defence 

mechanism that its head looked as if was at the opposite end of 

its body so predators would attack its backside rather than its 

head. You can see that it has lost part of one of its false 

feelers. 
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I caught up again with the French walker from a couple of days ago, she is very stressed 

about the weight of her pack when combined with the heat. I suspect that most of her 

fatigue is due to having to defend her borders from the Belgian walker. I believe the borders 

were unbreached. 

 

 

 

 

 


